Are you ready to play BINGO?
Complete a section by doing an action or knowing information.

B

I

I use two or
more blue
boxes or
grey/blue carts
for recyclables.

I know that
blue boxes and
green bins are
picked up
every week.

I put food
scraps and
peels in the
green bin.

I corrected a
recycling or
sorting error in
my home.

I rinse
containers so
there is little to
no food left in
them.

I put single-use
containers like
yogurt and
pudding in the
blue box.

I have a water
bottle that I
reuse.
I separate a
glass jar from
the lid before
they both go in
the blue box.

N
I do the twobox sort. One
box for
containers
only. Another
box for paper
and plastic
bags.
I used Waste
Whiz to figure
out where an
item goes.

G

O

I know that
candy bar and
granola
wrappers are
garbage.

I line the green
bin with a
paper or
certified
compostable
bag.

I use
re-useable
containers for
my lunch.

I helped with
meal planning
to reduce food
waste.

I know that
items in the
green bin turn
into compost.

I helped put
waste to the
curb by 7 a.m.
on our
collection day.

I put an empty This week, I am
I know that pet
drinking box in responsible for
There is a
waste wrapped
the blue box
sorting the
green bin in my in paper goes
and its straw in blue boxes at
home.
in the green
the garbage.
home.
bin.
I put boxboard
I reused
in the blue box. I gave a waste
I know that
something this
Boxboard =
management
gum goes in
week.
cereal, cracker tip to a friend.
the garbage.
or tissue box.

If you don’t know, get in the know by using a computer, laptop, tablet or cell phone to access our
Website: https://www.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/waste-management.aspx
Waste Whiz search tool: https://www.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/living-here/the-wastewhiz.aspx#!rc-page=feedback_wizard
Waste Whiz app: https://www.regionofwaterloo.ca/en/living-here/my-waste-app.aspx

